
HOW TO THINK ABOUT
PAID TRAFFIC

Traffic  = .

Paid Traffic  = .

TIP
Think of Paid Traffic as 
buying attention from 
other websites that 
already have it. 

The goal of this workshop is to launch, optimize, and scale 
a traffic system that grows your business. In order for this 
to happen, you have to first understand the fundamental 
differences between traffic types and how Paid Traffic, 
especially, can be a powerful driving force in growing 
your business.



ORGANIC VS. PAID



PAID TRAFFIC
Paid Traffic = A Water Hose

TIP
You are always in 
control of your paid 
traffic campaigns. 

This will allow you to 
scale your campaigns 
over time so that they 
become profitable 
and predictable.

You can turn it  whenever 
you want.

You have control of 
(based on your business’ needs).

You have to pay for it, but if you know how 
to , you win...
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ORGANIC TRAFFIC TIP
Don’t worry if you 
don’t have any organic 
traffic yet. 

Organic traffic will 
build as a residual 
effect of paid traffic 
campaigns that you 
will run.

You aren’t sure  , 
and how consistently.

You can’t 
from shutting off the traffic.

You can’t control . 

If you have it, be thankful—it’s  !  
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Organic Traffic = Rain



VISITOR SCENARIO EXAMPLES
Walking down the street and thought your store looked interesting enough to browse (they’re 
not ready to buy, there wasn’t a product/market timing match, maybe they’ll come back later).

Walking down the street and thought your store looked interesting enough to browse 
(they DO buy, there was product/market timing match).

They wanted boots, started researching (google, yellow pages) found your store and came in 
and purchased.

They wanted boots, remembered your store from a previous visit, came in and purchased.

They have purchased from you before and came back for another pair (or another item).

They have purchased from you before and brought a friend in to buy a pair. 
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6.

ALLEN BOOTS

It’s important to understand visitor  and the 
customer’s  when thinking about traffic…why are 

people visiting your website? and, in what sequence?



YOUR TRAFFIC SYSTEM TIP
Traffic is the ROAD 
that moves people 
step by step through 
your customer’s 
journey… no matter 
where they “enter”.

Think about these six visitor scenarios and how they can be 
represented within your business. If you understand why they’re 
visiting, and where they’re coming from… you can automate the 
sales process with multiple traffic campaigns!

What are some of the visitor scenarios for your business?
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